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A community member first called Briton Engineering, makers of Snowflex, in the UK on
August 15, 2022, asking whether representatives there had contact, knew of, or had
spoken to Dan Powell, anyone representing CHDS, LLC, or knew of a proposed
Snowflex Ski Hill in Round Lake, IL. She was told they were unaware of anyone by that
name or any planned project in the Midwest US. You can hear her comments on the
audio from the public hearing on August 15, beginning at 1:09:00.

Snowflex is the
year-round system at
the center of Dan
Powell’s Ski Hill
proposal. You can
visit the Snowflex
website to see how
turnkey Briton has
created this product.
From setting up your
business plan to
designing your ski

runs, lodge, and parking lot, Briton Engineering does all of it, and you cannot simply
buy their product without the other design, installation, and consulting costs
associated--something Dan Powell has neglected to fully disclose, pursue, or discuss
to this day.

His initial proposal to the Village of Round Lake did not include cost estimates for
building the Ski Hill using Briton Engineering services, supplies, or materials--including
the Snowflex itself. Later meetings and public hearings still have not produced any cost
estimates associated with using Snowflex.

The following screen captures reflect an email exchange between Janet Smart, a
Round Lake resident, and Chris Thomas, Design Manager for Briton Engineering in the
UK. Redactions are made to remove Janet’s personal information, such as her email,
address, and phone number.

https://www.roundlakeil.gov/files/documents/BoardofTrusteesCommitteeoftheWholeAudio08-15-22034006081622PM1389.mp3
http://www.snowflex.com


Janet’s email to Chris took place on August 20, 2022.



A reply from Chris came back on August 23, 2022.



Here are the pictures of the slope in Northern France included with the email.

Again, please note how Briton Engineering
designs Snowflex hills. From top to bottom, there
is one main carpeted area of Snowflex material.
In the second photo, you can clearly see the
misters dotting the white astroturfing. This is how
Snowflex works. It consumes a lot of water to

keep the surface wet enough to provide for skiing when there is no snow--and not all of
that water will be recycled. Snowflex’s own website says only 70% is recycled on a hot,
humid day (just like our summer).

In the winter, you can ski and snowboard and tube when the surface is covered with
frost, ice, or snow. However, the hill requires “grooming”, which the Briton engineers
teach owners how to do. There are specific tools and techniques used, and failure to
follow their guidelines leads to damage and costly replacement.

Other Considerations
Note that while Briton Engineering states it is possible to use a retention pond as a
source of water, it has also never been done before. Extra time and cost are always
associated with any project trying something for the first time. Since Dan Powell
neglected to contact a representative of Snowflex with the details of his plan, it is
unknown if the retention pond in his proposal is large enough.



Slippage in any construction project is a huge issue, and making sure there isn’t any
slippage in the construction of a ski hill, especially one 200 ft tall, should be left to the
professionals. Dan Powell has already been cited for lack of compacted fill at his
current business. You can visit www.120mudhill.org to view all the violations currently
stacked against CHDS. Dan Powell owns a landscaping waste recycling center. He is
not a developer. He is not in construction. He is not an engineer.

Soils need to be tested to determine whether they can be compacted to the degree
necessary for a project such as this. Dan Powell likely is not even aware that such
testing is needed. Due to the intricacies involved, different types of compaction
equipment are used for different types of soils. Since Mr. Powell is not in the
construction business, he likely does not possess the necessary equipment.

After the fill is compacted to specifications and the curves and features are created, the
hill is covered in concrete. We have no market studies or research to believe that a ski
hill of this nature will be successful in the Round Lake area. While expensive, a hill
made of dirt and/or fill could be torn down. However, one covered in concrete will be
ridiculously so. If a hair salon in a strip mall fails, another small business has the
opportunity to move in. If this proposal fails, the Village of Round Lake will be left with a
200 ft tall concrete encrusted dome of vacant land.

One Last Note
This is part of Dan Powell’s proposal, completed for him with the help of a professional
design
group.
Already you
can see the
differences
between his
idea and
what Briton
Engineering
does.

http://www.120mudhill.org


However, according to an actual engineer who looked at the angles, slope and other
requirements set forth in the emails received by Janet, the Ski Hill as proposed by Dan
Powell would see skiers, snowboarders, and tubers end their journey down 4 of the 5
runs by slamming into the split rail fence with protective netting, which runs in front of
the retention pond.

Designing high tech ski hills should be left to professional engineers. Dan Powell of
CHDS, LLC is not a professional engineer.


